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1. Introduction
Overview
This report is prepared for the Squamish-Lillooet Regional District (SLRD). It follows a
decision made by the Village of Pemberton to pursue an expansion to its municipal
boundary. In August of 2008 the Village’s consultant, Stantec Consulting Ltd., prepared a
report (entitled “Village of Pemberton Boundary Expansion”) that outlines the process,
identifies and describes a potential expansion area, and presents some preliminary
findings.
The Stantec report focuses on boundary extension from the viewpoint of the Village and
owners in the expansion area. The SLRD engaged Sussex to briefly review the Stantec
material and advise on impacts that boundary expansion might have on the SLRD — in
other words, to look at the matter from the SLRD viewpoint.
Of course, there would be a separate set of impacts on the Village too, since (among other
things) adding the large power facility to the Village would mean a significant rise in the
Village’s tax base and thus a significant rise in Village revenues. However, the
responsibility for investigating changes to the Village’s finances rests with the Village
and the topic is not addressed here.

Early stages
It is recognized that the Village’s proposal is preliminary. There are multiple steps in the
boundary extension process, and the matter is still in the early stages. The Village has
done extensive work on the matter, though it has not yet made any submissions or formal
application to the Ministry of Community Development (the lead provincial agency on
local government matters).
The Village’s interest in boundary extension follows some of the recommendations in the
SLRD’s “Pemberton & Area Sub-Regional Land Use Planning Study”, which identified
the hillside area east of the Lillooet River as a potential area to accommodate the
demands of future development. That report suggested that a municipal government —
and specifically the Village of Pemberton — would be best suited to manage such growth
and provide urban services if this area is used to meet the needs of future growth, and
recommended that a boundary expansion study be done to assess the desirability of this.
As noted in the Stantec report, the provincial policy on municipal boundary extension
calls for the municipality itself to initiate the process, establish dialogue with affected
parties, document various technical aspects (like property taxes, for example), and
prepare an information plan. In the end, however, boundary expansion can only be
implemented by the provincial government; municipalities cannot change their own
boundaries. It is important to bear this in mind when discussing boundary restructuring.
The Regional District’s interests in this process are well recognized. As set out on the
Ministry of Community Development’s website on municipal boundary extensions:
“Although not prescribed in legislation, the regional district has an important
role in the boundary extension process. The regional district is the local
government for areas outside municipal boundaries and they may provide
services in the area. Consequently, regional district interests must be
considered and municipalities should make their best efforts to accommodate
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those interests. However, the regional district does not have a veto on
municipal boundary extensions.”

Elector assent is required
The Local Government Act requires a municipality to either (a) obtain the assent of its
electors (that is, voters in the Village) in a formal referendum, or (b) conduct an alternate
approval process. Again, from the Ministry’s website:
“Section 20 of the Local Government Act, which outlines the process
requirements for a municipal boundary extension, was amended to formalize the
manner in which a municipal council confirms that it has the approval of the
municipal electorate to proceed with the boundary extension process.
Approval of the electors may be obtained either by conducting a vote or
conducting an alternative approval process. Approval of the electors is granted if
a majority of voters support the boundary extension in a referendum or if less
than ten percent of municipal electors request a vote on the issue in response to
the statutory advertising.
The municipal council may choose which process to undertake, and may follow
an alternative approval process with a referendum. A boundary extension
proposal cannot proceed if municipal electors with hold approval in a
referendum.”

In addition, provincial guidelines call for the approval of a majority of those in the
proposed expansion area. The method for confirming their approval depends on the how
many properties are involved. If there are many properties, the Province often requires a
referendum; if there are few, the Province might use a less complicated method, such as
written assent.

The proposed expansion area
Appendix A shows maps of the proposed expansion area, from the Stantec report.
Appendix B presents a list of the individual properties.

Report outline
This report consists of the following chapters.
1. Introduction
2. Expansion area fundamentals (property types and tax bases)
3. Financial uncertainties (elements affecting financial impacts that are not yet
known)
4. Financial impacts on the SLRD (tax base shifts and tax impacts)
5. Boundary selection guidelines and restructure study procedures
6. Summary and conclusions.
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2. Expansion Area Fundamentals
As shown in the maps in Appendix A, the proposed expansion area has four main
components:
• Southwest: The highway corridor south of the Village, which includes (among other
things) the power generating facilities of Rutherford Creek Power. This facility has a
significant taxable value (about $40 million) for property tax purposes.
• Southeast: The Airport Road area, which consists mainly of the lands immediately
west of the airport (notably the Big Sky Golf Club) plus one lot at the eastern edge of
the airport.
• West: A large piece of Crown land comprising the Pemberton Creek watershed, on
the western edge of the Village core.
• East: Various lands on the east side of the Lillooet River. These mainly undeveloped
parcels include areas identified as potential growth areas in the sub-regional plan.
The proposed expansion area consists of about 26 parcels, of which 22 are taxable (the
others are three Crown parcels and one CN right of way — see Appendix B for the
property list). The following figure shows that by far the dominant financial feature of the
area is Rutherford Creek Power’s $40.5 million Class 2 - Utility values.
2008 Property Tax Base in the Proposed Expansion Area

Using the hospital tax rate multiple of 3.5 (and not the Village’s current 6.0), Rutherford
Creek Power still accounts for almost 90% of the area’s tax-paying power. The area
includes several farm properties, whose taxable property assessments for hospital and
SLRD purposes is 50% of the value used for municipal taxes; in addition, homes of farm
land are exempt from the province’s general tax (the “rural tax”) but must pay the
municipality’s general tax if they join a municipality.
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Tax-Paying Power in the Expansion Area (Hospital Weights)

 




   


Note that not all of this tax base helps fund all the SLRD functions in the study area.
While 100% of it helps fund electoral-area-wide functions like land use planning,
portions of the expansion area lie outside some of the local service areas (LSAs) and thus
not all the properties pay all the LSA taxes.
In terms of tax-paying power, the proposed expansion area is a meaningful part of Area C
and potentially a bigger part of the Village of Pemberton.
Area C Tax Base (tax-paying power in $ millions)

     
     

   
     

Weighted to reflect the higher taxes paid by industry and business (using hospital multiples)

As can be seen from the preceding figure, the expansion area accounts for one quarter of
Area C’s tax-paying power (that is, its weighted tax base after accounting for the higher
tax rates faced by business and industry). However, the effective tax-paying power of the
expansion area depends on which jurisdiction it’s in. As shown in the following figure,
the same area would have a tax-paying power of $262 million as part of the Village —
assuming the Village is allowed to maintain its current tax rate multiples, which are
higher than the hospital multiples used for Area C. However, it is probable that the
Province would impose a tax cap for Rutherford Creek Power, and this could reduce the
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Village’s tax rate multiple for the power property and thus reduce the Villages effective
tax-paying power.
Village of Pemberton Tax Base (tax-paying power in $ millions) - Uncapped

    
  


  
   

Weighted to reflect the higher taxes paid by industry and business (using Village multiples)
Note: Assumes no tax cap is applied to Rutherford Creek Power

If, as is assumed in this report, the Village’s tax rate on Rutherford Creek Power
properties would be capped at the equivalent of 3.5 times the rate for homes, the
expansion area would play a smaller role in the Village’s tax base than shown above; after
all, the effective tax-paying power above counts the utility property assessments at 6.0
times the residential rate. But as shown following, even with a utility tax-multiple cap of
3.5, the expansion area would still mean a notable increase in the total for the Village.
Village of Pemberton Tax Base (tax-paying power in $ millions) - Capped
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3. Financial Uncertainties
There are various uncertainties in estimating the tax impacts of Pemberton’s proposed
boundary expansion, including these three important ones.
• Would the Province cap the property taxes for Rutherford Creek Power, and if so,
how? This could affect the calculation of the tax base used to apportion and fund
SLRD taxes.
• Would the Province preserve the current local service area (LSA) boundaries for
some expansion-area SLRD functions after boundary expansion? This could affect
the share of SLRD service costs apportioned to the Village.
• What would happen to the Village’s own tax rates as a result of boundary expansion?
Certainly, its tax revenues would rise (even if Rutherford Creek Power’s taxes are
capped), but what would happen to its budgets for municipal services like road
maintenance, development services, and administration? This would affect the “after”
picture in a before-and-after comparison of taxes on expansion area properties.
Capping the property taxes on Rutherford Creek Power
The Province often implements a policy of property tax neutrality for major industrial
and utility properties that lie within a proposed municipal boundary expansion area. The
general principle is that the property should not pay more as part of a municipality than it
does as part of an electoral area. In the case at hand, Rutherford Creek Power properties
are categorized at Class 2 - Utility by the BC Assessment Authority.
There are various ways to implement this goal. One of the most common is to limit the
tax rate multiple used by the municipality in setting its tax rate for industry. For regional
district taxes the Province has set the multiple for Class 2 at 3.5; whatever the residential
tax rate is, the utility tax rate is 3.5 times as high.
Municipalities set their own multiples. The Village of Pemberton has chosen an above
average multiple of 6.0 (the Village’s Class 2 rate is $11.97 per $1000 and the residential
rate is $1.99, for a ratio of 6:1). The Village’s consultant (Stantec) has projected that
keeping the Village’s 6:1 ratio would produce a property tax rise of 112% for the largest
utility folio and 48% for the smaller property folios.
Why would the Village’s own tax rates matter when assessing the SLRD tax impacts?
Because the SLRD apportions some of its tax burdens to participating municipalities
based on the rates. For the electoral areas the SLRD must use the hospital tax multiples
(3.5 for utility property), but for the municipal shares it can use the general tax multiples
— that is, the multiples chosen by the municipality for its own taxes. For about half of the
SLRD service functions in the study area, the SLRD uses the general tax base to
apportion the tax load; for the other half it uses the hospital base.
There would be no meaningful difference if the municipalities all used the same 3.5
hospital ratio for their municipal taxes (many municipalities do), but that is not the case
here. For many SLRD functions, boundary extension would see Area C’s weighted tax
base (that is, its effective total after factoring in the higher tax burdens on utility and other
non-residential properties) fall by about $140 million. But that doesn’t mean a rise of
$140 million in Pemberton’s effective tax base; it means a rise of $240 million, because
the Village multiple is 6.0, not the 3.5 used by the SLRD in the electoral areas.
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There would be no problem in our analysis if we knew that the Village’s 6.0 multiple
would remain in effect. But we don’t know this, because of the potential for a property
tax cap. If the Province capped the Village’s Class 2 tax ratio at, say, 3.5, then the $140
million fall in Area C’s tax base would be matched by a $140 million rise in Pemberton’s.
And, in fact, 3.5 is about the ratio needed for tax neutrality for Rutherford Creek Power.
The Village’s consultant has estimated that a ratio of 3.3 would keep the utility’s property
tax bill the same under both Village and electoral area status (of course, this tax neutrality
also requires a cap on the Village’s general rate for the Class 2 - Utility properties).
It is too early to know whether, or how, the Province would impose a tax cap on the
utility properties. However, given that a cap of some form seems probable, this report
assumes a 3.5 ratio would be implemented.
Treatment of local service areas
It is too early to know how the Province would handle the matter of Local Service Area
taxes. This would need to be resolved for five LSA functions:
• Pemberton fire protection
• Pemberton fire truck acquisition
• Pemberton recreation commission
• Pemberton Valley recreation trails
• Pemberton TV and radio rebroadcasting
A sixth LSA, Pemberton refuse grounds, is not an issue in this regard because all of the
properties in the expansion area already participate in this SLRD function, so the before
and after pictures would be identical.
In each of the five affected LSAs, only a portion of the expansion area pays into the LSA,
but all of Pemberton does. For example, the Rutherford Creek Power penstock property
lies outside the fire truck LSA and so doesn’t help pay for it, but all properties in the
Village participate and pay taxes for it.
The Province has several policy choices for the LSAs.
• It could say that the post-expansion LSA boundary will be those parts of the LSA left
in Area C, and all the properties in the Village, including all the newly added ones.
This would include properties (like the penstock property) that were previously
exempt from this LSA tax. This is not tax neutral. The larger tax base for the LSA
would mean a fall in the tax rate, particularly for taxpayers in the Village.
• Alternatively, the Province could stipulate that the current LSA boundary will remain
in effect after boundary extension. The tax picture wouldn’t change much at all; the
number (and tax base) of properties funding this service would stay as is, so there
would be no meaningful change in the tax rates. Under this option all the existing
Village properties would pay taxes for the fire truck but some of the newly added
ones would not. This is essentially a tax neutral option. This option is assumed in
this report.
This matter needs to be resolved by the Province once it becomes involved more deeply
in the boundary extension process.
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The Village’s own tax rates
The third significant uncertainty involves the Village of Pemberton’s own finances after
expansion. This matters for several reasons.
• First, it will affect the “after” taxes in the before-and-after tax comparison presented
to owners in the expansion area, and this clearly might affect their support or
rejection of boundary expansion.
• Second, the “after” tax picture for the Village will affect the benefits perceived by the
existing Village taxpayers and officials, and thus affect their appetite for boundary
expansion.
• Third, the “after expansion” tax rates of the Village for its own services would affect
the tax rates on Rutherford Creek Power, and this in turn can affect the tax rate
multiple used to determine the Village’s share of certain SLRD taxes,
The Stantec report includes a quick look at the before-and-after tax impacts for each
property in the expansion area; for the “after” snapshot it uses the Village’s 2008 tax rates
($1.995 per 1000 for residential and $11.970 for utility property). But adding the
substantial utility company taxes to the Village budget — even if they are capped taxes
— could clearly have an effect on the Village tax rates for residential and business
properties too. For example, the report notes that the Village and SLRD rates on Class 2
(utility) properties would have to be $4.060 and $4.602 respectively. This translates into a
tax rate multiple of 3.3 for the Village’s SLRD tax and 2.0 for the Village’s general rate
— but only if the pre-expansion rates for residential properties remain unaffected. A
change in the residential rates would change the other numbers. The Village would have
to identify more about the potential budget effects on its own services and taxes in order
to determine the revised Village rate — and even then the calculations would still require
details about a utility tax rate cap.
It is also worth noting that there are multiple ways to hold Rutherford Creek Power’s
taxes at their pre-expansion levels. Tax neutrality for the company is attained by using a
combined Village-SLRD tax rate of about $8.66 per 1000 — but this total might be
reached a number of ways by shifting more, or less, from the Village rate to the SLRD
rate.
Note that this problem would be much simpler if the SLRD used only the hospital base
for its tax apportionment (the hospital base uses a Class 2 tax rate multiple of 3.5). The
SLRD’s use of the general base (rather than the hospital base) for many functions has a
spillover effect for Pemberton tax projections because while both the Village and the
SLRD tax rates now use the same non-residential tax rate multipliers, this would be
greatly complicated by a tax cap on the power company. Clearly, if expansion proceeds
and a tax cap is in place, the Village would have to amend its tax rate multiple policy.
In the absence of a fuller analysis of what the post-expansion Village budget and tax rates
might look like (and of course a clear picture of what the utility tax rate cap might look
like, which can so strongly affect the Village tax rates), it is not possible to draw accurate
conclusions about the impacts of boundary expansion on either Village or expansion area
taxpayers.
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4. Financial Impacts on the SLRD
Overview
The tax impacts on the SLRD would flow from the shift in the tax base from Area C to
the Village. This is more serious for some SLRD functions than for others.
• For those functions involving both the Village and Area C, the impacts would be
generally minor because, while the tax base may shift from Area C to the Village, it
would still be part of the tax-paying base for the function. For example, the list of
taxpayers funding the Pemberton library would remain the same; some Area C
taxpayers would become Village taxpayers but they would still pay into the function.
• For functions involving only the electoral areas — building inspection, elections and
UBCM, electoral area emergency plan, and electoral area community parks — the
shift of taxpayers out of Area C would reduce the revenues to the SLRD (note that
changes to the Village’s tax base don’t matter because it does not participate in these
functions).
SLRD taxes that would not be affected
Many SLRD taxes would not be affected in any meaningful way by the Village of
Pemberton’s boundary expansion, for one of several reasons.
• Pemberton and the expansion area don’t participate in some SLRD functions (for
example, SLRD services at Furry Creek), so the boundary extension wouldn’t affect
these functions.
• Both Pemberton and all the expansion area share in the funding of some functions.
The total tax base for these functions would not change, as the property assessments
merely shift from Area C to the Village. The tax rate would be unaffected. Examples
include general government, land use planning, solid waste, Pemberton recreation
complex, and the Pemberton library.
SLRD Functions in the Study Area That Would Not Be Materially Affected
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Function

Who participates

General government

All SLRD members

Land use planning

All SLRD members

Regional growth strategy

All SLRD members

Solid waste mgmnt plan

All SLRD members

Pemberton-Lillooet TAC

All SLRD members

Lower Mainland TAC

All SLRD members

Pemberton fire rescue

Pemberton + Area C

Pemberton search and rescue

Pemberton + Area C

Pemberton District recr’n complex

Pemberton + Area C

Pemberton & District museum

Pemberton + Area C

Pemberton library

Pemberton + Area C

Pemberton & area cemetery

Pemberton + Area C

Sea to Sky trails

All SLRD members

Pemberton & area econ development

Pemberton + Area C
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SLRD functions that would be affected
Four SLRD functions are funded only by the electoral areas, and the taxes for them would
be affected by boundary extension:
• Building inspection
• Elections and UBCM
• Electoral area emergency planning
• Electoral area community parks.
Taxes for these would be affected because the tax base would fall as properties shift to
the Village. The SLRD would face two choices: either cut spending in order to reduce the
need for taxes, or raise the tax rate enough to offset the loss. These options are shown in
the following table.
If the lost revenues are to be made up by raising the tax rates, the proposed boundary
extension would add $3 to the tax bill on an average home in the electoral areas (the
average home value used here is $300,000, though it is higher in some areas and lower in
others). Alternatively, if the current tax rates are held constant and spending is curtailed,
the SLRD would have to cut a total of $13,000 from the four function’s budgets.
The Four Electoral Area Functions That Would Be Affected
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Tax Loss in the 4 Electoral Areas Due to Boundary Extension
$14,000

$12,946

$12,000
$10,000
$8,000

$6,923

$6,000
$4,000

$3,817
$2,080

$2,000
$126
$0
Building
inspection

Elections and
UBCM

Electoral area
Electoral area
emergency plan community parks

Total

It is worth noting that the Province can arrange transitional assistance for a regional
district to help mitigate the lost revenues flowing from a municipal boundary extension.
One rule of thumb used by the Province is whether the net tax impact on a service is
greater than 10%. In the case at hand, the net loss for the four functions is just over 11%.
Assistance can include the requirement that the municipality must keep contributing tax
dollars to offset the regional district losses, either for a transition period (say, for 3-5
years) to give the regional district time to adapt to its reduced tax base, or permanently
(though permanent help is rarer). Note, however, that while the relative loss exceeds
10%, the absolute loss, expressed as a $3 tax rise on an average home, is quite small.
Given this small impact, it is unlikely that the Province would view this case as
warranting special financial assistance. Of course, that would be up to the Province.
Tax Rise on a $300,000 Home to Offset the Revenue Loss Due to Boundary Extension
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50

Extra tax on a $300,000 home in Electoral Areas A,
B, C, and D in order to make up for the loss of
revenues due to boundary extension

$2.00

$3.12

$1.65

$1.50
$1.00

$0.93
$0.51

$0.50
$0.03
$0.00
Building
inspection
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Total

The preceding figure shows the tax rise on a home with an assessed value of $300,000,
but the average actually varies a lot among the four electoral areas. The following figure
shows the impact on an average home in each of the four areas.
Extra Tax on an Average Home in Each Electoral Area to Offset the Lost Revenues
$6.00

$5.00

$5.51

Estimated home property values shown in
parentheses include houses, condos and
mobile homes

$4.00
$3.12
$3.00
$2.08
$1.77

$2.00

$1.00

$0.00
Area A ($200,000)

Area B ($170,000)

Area C ($300,000)

Area D ($530,000)

The local service areas
The study area includes six LSAs of the regional district:
• Pemberton fire protection
• Pemberton fire truck acquisition
• Pemberton refuse grounds
• Pemberton TV and radio rebroadcast
• Pemberton recreation commission (technically, this is a “defined area” function rather
than a “local service area” function, but there is no meaningful difference here)
• Pemberton Valley recreation trails
The entire Village of Pemberton contributes to each LSA but this is true of the expansion
area only for the Pemberton refuse LSA. For the other five LSAs, some of the expansion
area lies outside the LSA. For example, only four property owners in the expansion area
pay into the Pemberton TV rebroadcast LSA.
The Province could choose two different policies for each LSA after boundary expansion:
• All the expansion area properties can be lumped into the Village as full taxpayers for
the LSA service. This would include Area C properties that currently lie outside the
LSA and thus don’t pay the LSA tax. The Village tax base that is used to recover the
costs of the service would rise as previously exempt Electoral Area C properties are
added to the Village’s share of the LSA tax base. The tax base of the LSA in the
electoral area would fall as LSA properties are transferred to the Village, but not as
much as the Village’s share would rise (remember, all the expansion area properties
would become paying members of the LSA even though many aren’t now).
• The Province can maintain the non-LSA status of certain properties even though they
become part of the Village. Under this option, being added to the Village doesn’t
mean you automatically start paying LSA taxes. Those newly added properties that
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paid before would pay after, and those that didn’t pay the LSA tax before would not
pay after. The total tax base of properties contributing toward the LSA’s costs would
be unchanged. For each LSA, the tax base shift out of Area C would be matched by
the shift into the Village. This is the default assumption here.
Another important question has to do with how the tax load of each LSA function is
apportioned between the Village and the LSA parts of the electoral area. As shown in the
next table, a variety of ways are used to calculate the tax split between the Village and
Area C.
Local Service Area Tax Requisitions If LSA Boundaries Are Maintained After Expansion

In one particular case — TV and radio rebroadcast — there is virtually no link between
each party’s share of the tax load and its tax base. Instead, the taxes are shared on the
basis of residential property counts. Because of this financing disconnect, the shift in the
ability to pay (that is, the taxable property assessments) is not matched by the shift in the
tax load. As a result, the tax consequences for the Village are very different from those
for Electoral Area C properties. The following table shows the LSA tax rates and tax
loads on a typical home in the LSA portion of Electoral Area C (the Village’s numbers
would be different).
As can be seen in the following table, boundary extension would not have any tax
consequence for five of the LSAs. For the TV rebroadcast function, boundary extension
would mean $20 tax rise for those Area C properties remaining in the LSAs but outside
the expansion area. This is because the remaining Area C tax base falls significantly but
the taxes required hardly change at all. The same tax load must be recovered from a very
much smaller tax base.
Raising taxes $20 for Area C properties is one way to offset the shift. Another option that
would avoid this tax jump is to redefine the basis for the tax load apportionment. Instead
of apportioning the tax load on the basis of residential folios, the LSA funding bylaw
could be altered to base the split on property assessments, as is used for the other shared
functions.
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Local Service Area Taxes on a $300,000 Home That Remains in Electoral Area C

What if the Province does not maintain the current LSA boundaries inside the Village?
If the Province says that the all newly added properties in the Village will contribute to
the Village’s share of LSA costs, the tax impacts for Area C properties would be better
than shown above. This is because the total tax base used to finance the costs would be
bigger, since all newly added properties would be part of the equation. The result is a
lower LSA tax rate for both the Village and the LSA parts of Area C (though obviously
not for the newly added properties that didn’t pay the LSA tax before; for them it would
be a new tax). As it turns out, this really affects taxes for only two LSAs — Pemberton
fire protection and recreation trails.
Using this option would have no effect on the taxes for the Pemberton refuse grounds and
almost no effect on the taxes for the Pemberton recreation commission, because these two
LSAs already have the large Rutherford Creek Power tax base in their calculations, and
this optional LSA policy wouldn’t change that. And the option wouldn’t have much of an
effect on the fire truck taxes simply because they are very low no matter what LSA policy
is used. The taxes for TV rebroadcasting wouldn’t be affected, because the tax load isn’t
apportioned on the basis of the tax base, and anyway, Rutherford Creek Power’s big
taxpaying parcels already pay into this LSA.
But the tax rates for fire protection and for recreation trails would fall by about 20% as a
result of the large utility company properties being added to the taxpaying base. For an
average home remaining in the LSA part of Area C, this translates into a tax fall of $4 for
the trails LSA and $35 for fire protection. This exceeds the $3 tax rise projected for the
four electoral area functions outlined earlier (building inspection, elections and UBCM,
emergency planning, and community parks) — though of course this $3 rise affects all
electoral area properties, whereas the $35 savings on fire protection applies only to those
properties in Area C that lie in the fire LSA.
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The impacts on Village taxpayers, and in particular on those newly added properties
currently lying outside the LSA areas, would be greater than the impacts on electoral area
Taxpayers (the Village should assess these impacts if the boundary extension progresses).
LSA Taxes If All Expansion Area Properties Pay the LSA TAX as Part of the Village

Amenity payments
The 2001 “Community Benefits Agreement” between Rutherford Creek Power Ltd.
(“RCPL”) and the SLRD refers to payments to be made by RCPL to the SLRD. Several
different types of payments are outlined. In particular, “amenity payments” are identified.
Relevant portions of the Agreement include these paragraphs.
• Section 2.1 states: “RCPL shall pay to the District for the benefit of Electoral Area C
of the District the sum of $40,000 (the “Amenity Payment”) ... on July 1st of each
and every year .. so long as RCPL continues to sell, distribute or otherwise transmit
electricity from the Project in exchange for any consideration.”
• Section 4.6 states: “All monies received by the District on account of the Amenity
Payments shall only be used by the District for services within Electoral Area C of
the District.”
Note that the “Amenity Payment” is different than the “Community Benefits Fund”.
Monies from this Benefits Fund can only be used by the District for recreational services
in Area C, and at least half must be used for capital works. This Fund totals $200,000 and
is not part of any annual payment plan or schedule. However, the “Amenity Payment”
has no such restrictions. The SLRD has been putting the $40,000 into a special reserve
fund for recreation amenities in Area C, near the Village of Pemberton.
It is extremely difficult to imagine what rights, grounds or appetite the Province would
have to try to change the Agreement, since the Province is not a party of the Agreement.
However, the Province could transfer this “asset” (that is, the right to receive the money)
to the Village. The Province, after all, often transfers regional district assets (and
liabilities) to municipalities as part of boundary extension, and has done so for
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agreements that share similarities with the one at hand. If the Province’s actions one way
or the other are challenged, it could require a formal legal process to determine the
disposition of the rights to the money. This could be a costly solution to a problem more
appropriately solved by discussion and negotiation between the Village and the SLRD.
It is worth pointing out that the current SLRD plans for the amenity fund money — that
is, enhancing Area C recreation amenities near the Village — would benefit the residents
of the Village as well as the residents of Area C. If the money were restricted to this use
no matter who actually receives the funds, the benefits to residents in the area would be
more or less the same.
This is one matter the Province must clarify if the Village’s boundary extension process
continues further. Clearly, there should be a dialogue between all three parties — the
Village, the SLRD, and the Province — over the rights to this money and how it is to be
used. It would simplify the matter substantially if the Village and the SLRD (particularly
the Area C director) could agree on a process by which the funds can be applied for the
benefit of all resident of the area. One possible solution could be to agree on which
specific projects are to be funded, in which case it wouldn’t matter much who actually
receives the funding. An alternative would be to split the funds — say, based on
population — and let each party determine on its own how its share should be spent
(though this may leave both sides with an inadequate amount to properly fund targeted
projects).
As a final comment, it should be noted that the intent of the original agreement was to
help fund Area C services, not Village services. Even though there might be a legal basis
for doing so, transferring the whole sum to the Village to use as it sees fit would not only
run counter to the original goal of the agreement, but it would also be an additional gain
to the Village on top of the already substantial tax revenue benefits. This double gain
would stand in contrast to the fact that the SLRD will be losing $13,000 in tax revenues
for the four electoral area services discussed earlier in this chapter.
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5. Boundary Extension Process
Boundary guidelines
The Ministry of Community Development has developed criteria for assessing the merits
of boundaries for municipal extensions. From the Ministry’s website:
“The Criteria define the technical and process requirements for a boundary
extension to proceed. Generally, a proposal must meet the following basic
technical requirements:
• The area proposed to be included within the municipality must be contiguous
with the existing municipal boundary;
• The proposed municipal boundary should not divide legal parcels;
• Roads and road rights-of-way adjacent to the boundary extension area
should be included in the municipality;
• Indian reserves will not be included within municipal boundaries; and
• The ministry prefers to see one proposal for a logical block of parcels, rather
than a number of incremental boundary extensions over time to include the
same area.”

There are other considerations, too, including these:
• Consistency with existing service boundaries;
• The notion of a “whole community”;
• Protection of community amenities and features.
The following comments are offered with resect to these points in the case at hand.
• Contiguous area: The proposed boundary is technically contiguous with the existing
Village boundary. However, it is worth noting that the existing Village boundary is
itself somewhat convoluted, with several umbilical extensions snaking along road
allowances both to the river and across it. The proposed expansion would in fact
reduce the umbilical effect somewhat. However, the boundary would leave several
parcels in Area C surrounded by the Village, along the east side of the Lillooet River
immediately north of the highway bridge.
• Legal parcels: The proposed boundary follows legal lot lines with the exception of
the watershed area on the west, which is unsurveyed Crown land and which thus has
no legal boundary.
• Roads: The boundary generally includes all adjacent roads. There are several areas
where CN Rail rights-of-way and BC Hydro rights-of-way are “trapped” in the
electoral area between sections of the municipality.
• Reserves: No Indian Reserves are included in the proposed expansion area.
• Logical block of parcels: While the proposed expansion area is fairly large, it leaves
out a considerable amount of mainly farm or ALR land between what will become
the two nodes of the municipality — that is, between the existing urban center on the
west and the growth area on the hillside across the river.
• Service boundaries: For most local services, the proposed boundary would present
no inconsistencies. Both Pemberton and the expansion area share in a number of
SLRD functions now, and this would not change due to boundary expansion. It is true
that even after expansion, several SLRD functions would still be split between the
Village and parts of Area C, but that is not a meaningful change from the present
situation (fire protection is an obvious example). However, the proposed boundary
would not deal the North Pemberton Water service. This is an SLRD-administered
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service but the Village is the water supplier. The large-scale boundary extension
would be a good opportunity to “correct” this split service and put it all under
Village’s jurisdiction, which would be much more consistent with the service’s
supply. In addition, it may be premature to judge the continuity of the proposed
boundary with servicing arrangements for the hillside growth area, mainly because
the servicing plans for this area have not yet been drawn up.
• Whole community: The proposed boundary would unite much of the community
under one jurisdiction with one locally accountable body, and, if the growth plans for
the eastern hillside materialize, would certainly extend this concept to future growth
and development. However, it excludes numerous parcels that lie between what will
be the two major sections (the east and west nodes) of the Village. This exclusion
would perpetuate the multiple local government system; not only would the Village
be present, but other properties would receive local services from both the Province
(roads, subdivision approval, and tax collection) and the SLRD (many services). That
means three different forms of local government for a small population in a small
geographic area.
• Protection of amenities: The western boundary extension is designed to bring the
watershed for the Village’s water aquifer under municipal control (at least, to the
extent that the municipality can control activities on the site, which may be limited).
While there could be debate as to whether this is a meaningful enhancement of local
control, the principle behind including it is clear and defensible. (Of course, it is also
worth pointing out that the Village might also enhance its tax base if any new power
generation facilities are developed in the area.)
One additional comment is that the proposed expansion area includes some Crown lands,
including the unsurveyed watershed area on the west. A decision to put Crown land, and
especially unsurveyed Crown land, into a municipality is one that the Province takes very
seriously. Provincial policies on this involve consideration of numerous factors, including
(among other things) consultation with First Nations.
Expanding the boundary
It must be acknowledged that there is rarely a “perfect” boundary for municipal
expansion. However, it would make sense to start the boundary extension process by
drawing a larger, more uniform boundary, and then, after analysis of the impacts, decide
whether a smaller boundary is more practical. By leaving out various parcels and starting
with a two-node municipality, the effects of a choosing a smoother, more inclusive
boundary can’t be seen and thus can’t be judged.
It is worth pointing out that the gap between the two nodes will become more obvious as
new development takes place in the hillside area. Growth and development in the new
node will make the gap stand out even more from the perspectives of “whole
community”.
Most of the excluded parcels between the nodes are in the Agricultural Land Reserve and
some are working farms. Homes on farm land gets a property tax exemption in the
electoral area that does not exist in a municipality (a home on farm land is exempt from
the provincial general tax but must pay the municipal general tax); and ALR properties
would see a slight shift from local taxes on 50% of their values to municipal taxes on
100%). These two factors suggest that properties in the excluded areas might face a worse
tax impact than would the properties in the original expansion proposal, and this of
course could be a reason to exclude them.
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However, the post-expansion Village tax rates have not been worked out yet, so it is not
possible to conclude what would happen to their taxes as a result of joining the Village.
They may indeed go up too much to make it attractive for them to join the Village — but
the information on this has not yet been assembled. (This is true for those properties
already in the expansion proposal, too.) The Village’s post-expansion tax rates can’t be
projected with much certainty until we know (a) the nature of a tax cap on Rutherford
Creek Power; and (b) what policies the Village may develop for the use of the new taxes
from Rutherford Creek Power (for example, would they be used to reduce tax rates?).
In addition, there is merit in starting from the position that the “whole community”
concept could be enhanced by the “one local government” concept. There is no doubt that
property owners living adjacent to the Village boundary benefit from the activities and
policies of the Village, but they have little or no say in these policies. This includes the
areas between the current Village boundary and the river that are left out of the expansion
proposal. In a small geographical area there are two different local governments, with
different sets of powers and different levels of accountability to local voters. There is
merit in suggesting that the concept of one commonly shared local government system —
the Village system — warrants at least a preliminary examination for the areas between
the Village nodes.
It is suggested that if the boundary extension initiative progresses further, the study
boundary should be expanded to include not just the properties in the North Pemberton
Water area but also all the properties between the two nodes of the Village. Once the
impacts of a larger boundary are known, there would be a better basis for selecting a
smaller one if that makes sense.
Timing and procedure
The timing of any further look at boundary extension needs to be carefully considered.
There is nothing particularly wrong with the timing of the preliminary work to date, but
several factors should guide the timing of any next steps.
First of all there is the matter of the Regional Growth Strategy process. The RGS bylaw,
which is nearing adoption, identifies the hillside area at a “future growth node”. Without
this designation, the rationale for the proposed expansion area fades significantly. It
would make sense, then, that further work on boundary extension should await the
adoption of the Regional Growth Strategy bylaw.
Second, the amendments to the Official Community Plan, which should be changed to
conform with the RGS, have not been completed. While this process is running parallel to
the RGS work, it is a separate technical stage and should be completed before boundary
extension is pursued further.
While their adoption may seem routine at this point, these two bylaws — the RGS and
the OCP — are not just technicalities in the context of boundary extension. They are
crucial to the underlying reasons for expanding the Village’s boundaries: the
accommodation of future urban growth in a municipal system.
Third, it should be noted that the Pemberton & Area Sub-Regional Planning Study
identified the need for more planning information about the proposed hillside
development area. In particular, it notes that there needs to be a comprehensive servicing
analysis to determine how the new growth area can best be serviced. Such an analysis has
not yet been undertaken. The results could indicate that adjustments should be made to
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the expansion area boundary to reflect future servicing arrangements; or they could
reinforce the currently-proposed boundary. It would make sense, then, to postpone further
work on boundary extension until this information has been obtained. In fact, it is
reasonable to wonder why the OCP and RGS are so close to completion without the
hillside area servicing analysis having been completed.
Fourth, provincial staff have indicated that the Ministry does not support major processes
occurring at the same time, and it considers the Regional Growth Strategy and the
proposed boundary extension both to be major processes.
When the RGS, OCP and servicing study are completed, it would be appropriate to begin
assembling the missing information relevant to the Village’s boundary extension, and this
should include further discussion about not just the (selective) boundary chosen to date
but also key matters like the cap on Rutherford Creek Power’s taxes, the Village’s postexpansion tax policies, and an agreement on the use of the $40,000 annual amenity
payment.
As a final comment, it is noted that while the Boundary Expansion report addresses a
large number of important issues, little dialogue has apparently taken place with the key
provincial agency — the Ministry of Community Development. It is crucial that the
Ministry is included in any further steps or discussions about the Village’s boundary
extension.
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6. Summary and Conclusions
1. The bulk of SLRD wide-area service taxes, like those for general government and

land use planning, would not be affected in a material way by the proposed
boundary expansion. There would simply be a shift in the tax base from Area C to
the Village; the total need not be affected much. For these functions the tax impacts
are essentially neutral for all members of the SLRD. This assumes that the Village
would be required by the Province to cap the taxes on Rutherford Creek Power so
that its property tax bill as part of the Village is the same as part of Area C.
2. If no cap is placed on these taxes and the Village maintains its current tax rate
multiples, all SLRD members would see a slight reduction in the SLRD wide area
functions. This is because the Village’s current tax policies would mean a greater
shift in taxes to Rutherford Creek Power and this shift would benefit all SLRD
members, though to a fairly small degree.
3. It is not yet possible to identify the tax impacts on individual properties in the
proposed expansion area, because the application of any cap on the power utility’s
taxes would have consequences for all other properties too. As an example, a cap on
its total property tax bill could leave the company indifferent to having to pay taxes
for fire protection (something it doesn’t do now). Any tax dollars it does pay for fire
protection would lower the tax burden on all other properties (but it would also
reduce the Village’s tax revenues). So while a cap might have no effect on the
company, it could force an adjustment on the tax rate for all remaining properties.
4. The tax revenues of four SLRD functions would be affected by boundary expansion:
building inspection, elections and UBCM, electoral area emergency planning, and
electoral area parks. The loss of the tax base in the expansion area would mean a
combined SLRD loss of about $13,000 in tax revenues for these four functions.
5. The SLRD would have two choices for these four functions: cut spending by
$13,000, or raise the tax rate to make up for the loss. The budget cuts required to
offset the revenue losses are relatively minor. If the full budgets are maintained and
the lost revenue is made up by a tax rise, a $300,000 home would face a rise of $3.
2008 Budget

Loss due to
boundary expansion

Budget cut
as a %

.. or ...Tax rise on
a $300,000 home

$262,600

$3,817

1.5%

$0.93

Elections and UBCM

$35,800

$2,080

5.8%

$0.51

E.A. emergency planning

$122,890

$6,923

5.6%

$1.65

$126

2.2%

$0.03

SLRD Function
Building inspection

E.A. community parks

$5,700

Total

$12,946

$3.12

6. The revenue loss for each of the four functions above amounts to about 11% of the

2008 tax requisition. This is above the 10% rule of thumb often used by the Province
when assessing the need for transitional assistance for the regional district.
Discussions should be held with the Province to clarify this in the case at hand.
However, it should be noted that the absolute tax impact ($3 on a home) may be
viewed by the Province as too small to warrant transitional assistance.
7. The more significant tax impacts on SLRD taxpayers relate to local service areas

(LSAs). There would be no material effect on five of the LSA taxes in the study
area: fire protection, the fire truck acquisition, the Pemberton refuse grounds, the
Pemberton recreation commission, and recreation trails. However, there would be a
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notable rise in the TV rebroadcast tax rate for those Area C properties that would
still be in the LSA. This is because the fall in the share of the LSA costs is minor but
the fall in the share of the LSA tax base is major.
SLRD Local service area
(LSA)

Tax on a $300,000
home before
boundary expansion

Tax on a $300,000
home after
boundary expansion

Pemberton fire protection

Rise due to
boundary
expansion

$197.47

$197.47

$0.00

Pemberton fire truck acquisition

$2.67

$2.67

$0.00

Pemberton refuse grounds

$32.31

$32.31

$0.00

Pemberton TV rebroadcast

$8.07

$27.69

$19.62

Pemberton rec’n commission

$1.05

$1.05

$0.00

Pemberton Valley rec’n trails

$23.64

$23.64

$0.00

8. The SLRD should consider revising the tax apportionment systems in the TV

rebroadcast bylaw to more closely balance ability to pay with tax obligations.
9. There needs to be more communication with the Province as to how the local
service areas are to be treated. Specifically, we need to know whether all the
expansion area properties would be full taxpayers into the LSA functions if they
join the Village, or, as assumed here, the original LSA boundaries would be
preserved even inside the Village. This could affect the tax rates in those parts of
Area C that are outside the expansion area, though to a small extent. It could have a
potentially much greater effect on the taxes paid by some of those properties in the
expansion area, since they might have to face SLRD taxes that they do not pay now
10. We need to know whether the Province would place a cap on the property taxes

faced by Rutherford Creek Power, and if so, how it would be designed. A cap on
these taxes would affect the Village’s tax rates, which in turn would affect the
Village’s share of SLRD taxes (in addition to affecting the Village’s own taxes, of
course). Clearly, this information is also important to Rutherford Creek Power and
the Village itself, as well the other expansion area property owners. It is likely that
some form of property tax cap would be imposed.
11. The Province could shift Rutherford Creek Power’s $40,000 annual amenity
payment from the SLRD to the Village. This matter requires investigation and
discussion with both the Village and the SLRD. It is quite possible that the
disposition of the annual sum can benefit both parties. Discussions on this should
commence early in any next phase of boundary extension.
12. The proposed boundary is generally consistent with the criteria set by the Province.
However, it would create a two-node municipality and the gap between the nodes
will become more obvious as development takes place in the eastern, expansion
area node. It also perpetuates the split water service in North Pemberton.
13. It is recommended that the boundary for further analysis should be a larger, more
inclusive one that eliminates the gap between the nodes and extends up the river to
include the North Pemberton water service area.
14. A refinement of the tax impacts and other factors can be used to reduce the larger
boundary as warranted. Starting with the proposed boundary does not allow
judgments to be made about a more inclusive, larger boundary.
15. It is premature to advance further with the expansion proposal until the OCP has
been amended, the Regional Growth Strategy bylaw has been adopted, and the
hillside servicing plans identified.
16. Communication with the Ministry of Community Development is crucial if
boundary extension receives further examination.
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The following two maps are taken from an August 12, 2008 report entitled, “Village of Pemberton Boundary Expansion” prepared by
Stantec Consulting Ltd. for the Village of Pemberton.
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Appendix D

Boundary Extension Criteria
The Ministry of Community Development sets out criteria for selecting a boundary for
municipal boundary extensions in a publication called “Municipal Boundary
Extension Criteria” (revised in July 2005). Here is Chapter 5, which describes the criteria
for choosing a specific boundary.

“5.

BASIC TECHNICAL CRITERIA

In order for a municipal boundary extension proposal to be considered, it
must meet certain technical criteria. These criteria reflect technical factors
such as: mapping, legal certainty, property assessment and taxation, and
jurisdiction for local road maintenance.

Contiguity
The area proposed to be included into the municipal boundary must be contiguous with
the existing municipal boundary.
• Contiguous includes any distance for which the area of the proposal is adjoining the
existing boundary, but does not include:
a) an area adjacent to a municipal boundary that follows a right of way
that is part of an ‘umbilical’ boundary configuration; or
b) an area that is only connected to the existing municipal boundary at
the corners of the areas.
• Though an area may be contiguous, it must not fully enclose another area that would
remain outside the municipal boundary. The only possible exception to these criteria
is an Indian Reserve.
• An exception may be made by way of a “satellite” boundary configuration in limited
cases, such as:
a) in the case of a major industrial site, such as a utility, saw mill or mine; or
b) an area owned by the municipality and used for industrial/commercial
purposes, such as an airport or recreational facility.

Legal Parcels
• The proposed municipal boundary should not divide legal parcels.
• An exception may be made where the proposed new boundary is the same location
as one or more of the following:
a) a proposed parcel boundary that is accurately defined (surveyed);
b) a clearly defined part of a large parcel that recognizes a natural feature
or an administrative boundary; or
c) a major right of way, but usually not a local road right of way.

Local Roads
Efficiency in relation to local road maintenance jurisdiction (i.e. municipality or Ministry of
Transportation) is a primary consideration for municipal boundary extensions. Municipal
boundaries in relation to local roads should meet the following criteria.
• The boundary should not follow the centre line of a road-right-of-way, and should
include the entire road within the municipality.
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• Where a boundary extension area is in the vicinity of an existing boundary location
following the centre line of a road, the situation shall be adjusted to include the entire
road within the municipality.
• Roads and road-rights-of-way adjacent to the boundary extension area should be
included.
• Roads that provide access from the municipality to the boundary extension area
should be included.
• Notwithstanding the above, where inclusion of a road is illogical from the perspective
of road maintenance jurisdiction, the road will be excluded from the municipality. The
objective is to avoid situations where the road maintenance jurisdiction is not
continuous.
• Where an Indian Reserve is located outside of the municipal boundary, and the local
public roads through the Reserve are isolated from the provincial road maintenance
jurisdiction, the roads may be included into the municipality by a boundary following
the road-right-of-way.

Indian Reserves
Indian Reserves will not be included within municipal boundaries by a boundary
extension unless the First Nation specifically requests inclusion. If a boundary extension
proposal abuts an Indian Reserve, or includes roads that access or traverse an Indian
Reserve, the municipality should consult with the First Nation.

Definition of Blocks
• To effectively consider boundary extensions, the ministry prefers to see one proposal
for a logical block of parcels, rather than a number of incremental boundary
extensions over time to include the same area.
• Various factors can define a block, the most frequent being the local road network, so
that all parcels within an area bounded by intersecting local roads are included.
• Local service area boundaries (existing or future) and natural features are also used
to define blocks. “
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